
Meeting Minutes 
SBM Prisons and Corrections Section Council 

March 6, 2020 
Location: Phone  

              
 
1. Welcome and introductions/establishment of quorum 
 
Present     Excused absences 
Keith Barber     Lisa Geminick 
John Brusstar      
John Cooper     Unexcused absences 
Marilena David-Martin   Dan Gilbert     
Nicole George      
Natalie Holbrook 
Kyle Kaminski 
Barb Levine 
Dan Manville 
Michael Marutiak 
Hon. Michelle Rick 
Katherine Root 
Kathleen Schaeffer (phone) 
Carol Siemon 
Pat Streeter 
 
2.  Approval of February 7, 2020 meeting minutes  
 
Motion by Carol Siemon, seconded by John Brusstar, passed unanimously. 
 
3. Chair Updates 
 
MCR 7.118 
 
Mari submitted a letter in support of ADM File No. 2019-13. It is currently the only comment 
posted. When the issue is coming to hearing, we will talk further about appearing. 
 
Miller extension workgroup  
 
• The SBM is excited about the idea of a workgroup to look into how Miller can be extended, 

e.g., extension beyond age 18; extension to LIDs; use of mandatory minimums for juveniles; 
and use of convictions prior to age 18 as priors for HO purposes. 
 



• Barb’s existing list of names for the workgroup is: Jackie Ouvry, Adrienne Young, Sofia 
Nelson, Tina Olson, Mike Brady, and Paula Brown. Katherine Root asked to be included on 
the list.  
 

• Natalie is particularly interested in connecting the workgroup with relevant cases. Barb 
thinks that this is likely to be most useful in extending Miller to LIDs.  
 

• We are still waiting for participants from the Children’s Law section. Mari will reach out to 
Children’s Law in March, and if they don’t have anyone, Barb will send out a message to the 
people we already have.  

 
4. June program 
 
• We are still in the beginning stages of planning, and have been exchanging ideas over email. 

A draft agenda has been sent out. The topic is issues surrounding women and incarceration. 
 

• Kyle will think about speakers from WHV, and asked for more specific topic ideas.  
 

• Natalie suggested drug use/treatment, and overdose deaths in women’s prisons. She also 
suggested Keith or the Ombudsman’s Analyst assigned to WHV.   
 

• By the time of the program, there will actually be a Vocational Village at WHV.  
 

• Potential speakers: 
 

• Ellen Barone runs the Horticulture program at WHV (Natalie) 
 

• Mary Lynn Stephens, formerly of Safe and Just Michigan, was the outside advisor to the 
women lifers at WHV (Barb)   

 
• Women who were actually involved in the WHV litigation (John Brusstar) (John will send 

the group their names, and what sessions they could be helpful on.) 
 

• Monica Jahner, for her work with reentry (Carol) 
 
 
5. MDOC Update (Kyle) 
 
Budget 
 
Continuation budget recommendation 
 
Supervision fees 



 
The goal of PA 164, 165 was to replace the sliding scale fees with a flat fee that a high 
percentage of people could manage, with a carveout for indigency. The judge has full discretion 
to make the indigency determination in probation cases; the parole board makes it in parole 
cases. Per Mike M., this section supported this change as a public policy initiative.  
 
Plans for coronavirus 
 
The MDOC has been monitoring the situation since late January, and is in communication with 
MDHHS and with other DOCs nationally. The MDOC’s policy re infectious diseases will be the 
foundation for the response. Confirmed cases of an infectious disease triggers safeguards 
including specialized cells at DWH. There will be an increase in sanitation efforts, including 
utilizing bleach.  
 
If the MDOC goes under quarantine, all visits will be cancelled. Any confirmed cases in Michigan 
would trigger visitor precautions including questioning re symptoms and international travel.  
This questioning would probably be done via a questionnaire, and then if there is any doubt as 
to whether a visit should be granted, healthcare staff would come up to make a final 
determination.   
 
The Governor’s office will probably approach the legislature for spending statewide for more 
supplies (e.g., masks, gloves, and cleaning supplies), but at this point the MDOC is confident 
with where it stands going in.  
 
The MDOC is under the same constraints as the general public re test kits. They have staff 
capable of utilizing the test kits, but cannot create them or run the labs. Positive cases may lead 
to prospective quarantining due to COVID-19’s long incubation periods.  
 
This is similar to the protocol Washington State has adopted. They do not have any positive 
cases so far.  
 
At this time, porters are using the standard equipment and using universal precautions. There is 
no plan for training prisoners to use additional equipment or precautions. If there is an 
outbreak there will be necessary equipment, but it might not be prisoners using that 
equipment.  
 
Staff are being educated about warning signs, and are expected to evaluate/report on selves 
and peers. If there is a suspected case among staff, healthcare will address it. 
 
In the event of a positive case, legal visits will be arranged case by case. They will probably have 
to be non-contact visits, and will be limited to high-priority pending cases.  
 
6. Legislative update (John Cooper) 
 



Jail Taskforce recommendations 
 
Over 50 bills are being drafted, most related to classification recommendations (i.e., changing 
misdemeanors to civil infractions, and defelonizations). John expects the bills to be introduced 
before the legislature’s break the last week of March. The recommendations are excellent, but 
it won’t be easy to get the package passed. John will let Mari know when they are introduced. 
Timing and process issues have not been worked out, and there are questions about starting 
some in the House and some in the Senate. John expects to have more specifics by the April 
meeting.  
 
Expungement reforms (Senate) 
 
Five bills to expand eligibility, and auto-expungement. There are cost questions. John expects it 
to get a hearing in the Senate right before the spring break. Auto-expungement should do 
something to address barriers to expungement for indigent individuals. This is part of a broader 
discussion of the process (how to make expungement easier, paperless, incorporating fee 
waivers). Judge Rick pointed to the refusal of the MSP to waive the $10 iCHAT fee, particularly 
given that they do waive the fee for businesses.  
 
Charging and sentencing (SB 697-799) 
 
These bills would work toward eliminating double-counting in habitual charging. Research 
shows that about 20% of people going to prison are habituals, and habitual charging has a 
significant impact on length of incarceration.  
 
Licensing bills (HB 4488-4493) 
 
These bills address the “good moral character” requirement of professional licensing. Licensing 
agencies often equate that with prior convictions. The bills have been stuck in committee for a 
long time, and are likely to move with some changes. 
 
SORA 
 
SORA will be invalid in 60 days after being declared unconstitutional in federal court. There is 
not apparently movement yet.  
 
7. Newsletter Update (Pat) 
 
The deadline is April 16. We want to do a piece on the recommendations of the Michigan Joint 
Taskforce on Pretrial Incarceration. We’ll know more about that in another month. Keith has 
sent material on mediation-assisted reentry. We’ll put something in the newsletter about the 
WHV Vocational Village program, which is expected to be in place by April.  
 
8. Criminal Law Section (Mike)  



 
There are a lot of legislative items of interest.  
 
The Section is sending three volunteers to the Miller workgroup. 
 
The next conference is 6/5 in Frankenmuth, on the theme of race, forensics, and justice, 
including implicit bias and the recommendations of the taskforce. Justice Markman will be a 
presenter, so his remarks about the taskforce recommendations may be of interest.  
 
The Joint annual meeting in September so far include only Criminal Law, Prisons and 
Corrections, and LGBTQIA. Recommendation that the Judicial Section be invited. 
 
9. Adjourned  
 
Motion by C. Siemon, seconded by J. Brusstar.  
 
Next meeting Friday 4/3 2:00 at SBM 
 
 
 
 
 


